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Hilbert, Ryan

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Counsel:

Greenspan, David [dgreenspan @ DeweyLeBoeuf.com]
Thursday, October 16, 2008 12:57 PM
jnaylor@ MckoolSmith.com
Hilbert, Ryan; bcharhon@McKoolSmith.com; Papendick, Ian; Ileclair@mckoolsmith.com;
Katz, Ron; Hummel, Chad; Kessler, Jeffrey; Feller, David; Clark, Jason; Taub, Roy; Donovan,
Molly; Caplan, Lauren
RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

We have discovered that the number of GLA class members that the parties stipulated to

(with Defendants reserving their rights to correct that
number) is inaccurate. We believe that the correct number is 2,062 class members (not

2, 056) .

There is no longer any point to trying to conform the exhibit to the Joint Stipulated

Facts prepared by Plaintiffs since the Judge ruled that he will not be giving the jury a
copy of the Stipulated Facts (and thus he will obviously not be giving the jury any
exhibits to the Stipulated Facts). However, we found over 25 errors in Plaintiffs' list

that make it unreliable as a starting point for trying to arrive at an accurate count.
For example, we found over 10 instances where class members were double-counted because of
typos (e.g., Dick Abrose and Dick Ambrose, and Merril Hoge and Merril Hose). We also found

over 10 other instances where class members were mistakenly omitted altogether (e.g., no

entry for James Barton or Mike Codish).

We also paintstakingly re-vetted our GLA compilation (Trial Exhibit
2057) which indicates that there are 2,076 retired players who signed the GLA form at

issue. We found two errors during our re-review (Allen E. Atkinson and Al Atkins are the

same person, and so are Raymond C.
White and Roy White), so the correct number should be 2,074 retired players (we will be
providing to Brett an amended Trial Exhibit 2057 shortly). When the 12 opt outs are

subtracted from our compilation (we had already excluded the 13th opt out, Andre Collins,

an NFLPA employee), there are 2,062 class members left. This is the number we should

stipulate to.

I suggest we simply amend the Stipulated Facts to reflect the 2,062 number, delete all

references to exhibits to the Stipulated Facts; and then file an Amended Stipulated Facts

with the Court. We will take care of this if you agree, please let me know as soon as

possible. Thanks.

Dave

------------------------------------------------------------

David L Greenspan
Dewey & LeBoeut LLP

One Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, CA 94111
Direct: +1 415 951 1306

General: +1 212 259 8000

Fax: +1 212 259 6333

www. dl . corn

-----Original Message------
From: jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com [ma.ilto:jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 4:18 PM

To: Greenspan, David
Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; bcharhon@McKoolSmith.com; Papendick, Ian;
lleclair@mckoolsmith.com; rkatz@manatt.com; chummel@manatt.com; Kessler, Jeffrey; Feher,

David
Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order
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Yes.

Original Message-----
From: Greenspan, David [mailto:dgreenspan@DeweyLeBoeuf.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 5:35 PM

To: Jill Naylor
Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; Brett Charhon; Papendick, Ian; Lew LeClair; rkatz@manatt.com;

chummel@manatt.com; Kessler, Jeffrey; Feher, David

Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

We agree. Our footnote will state that: "Defendants ' reserve their right to correct the

number of GLA Class members and /or the attached list of GLA Class members prior to trial

diSCG'v'ei that ^.iithat this information -- which was provided I- L)layntif fc ],:Stshould Defendants

prior to the parties ' deadline for filing their Stipulated Facts -- is inaccurate."

With that one change to the Proposed Pretrial Order you sent earlier, are Plaintiffs

signed off?

David Greenspan
Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP

1301 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10019
Direct: +1 212 259 6438
General: +1 212 259 8000
Fax: +1 212 259 6333

www.di.com

Original message---
Prom: jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com [mailto:jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 6:28 PM
To: Greenspan, David
Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; bcharhon@McKoolSmith.com; Papendick, Ian;
lleclair@mckoolsmith.com; rkatz@manatt.com; chummel@manatt.com; Kessler, Jeffrey; Feher,

David

Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

Dave,
I sent an email on this but for some reason it doesn't look like it went through so I

apologize if this is a duplicate. At any rate, we agree to that change, so long as you

will put a deadline on the time to make corrections as prior to trial.

Could you make the change to the document?

Thanks.

------Original Message-----

From: Greenspan, David [mailto:dgreenspan@DeweyLeBoeuf.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 4:11 PM
To: Jill Naylor
Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; Brett Charhon; Papendick, Ian; Lew LeClair; rkatz@manatt.com;

chummel@manatt.com; Kessler, Jeffrey; Feher, David

Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

There is obviously a significant margin for inadvertent error in compiling a list of 2, D^0

plus names, which is why we can't stipulate to the accuracy of Plaintiffs' list within

hours of it first being sent to us. We agree, however, to proceed as you propose, i.e.,

we will stipulate to the number of class members (2,056) and to your list, so long as we

include a footnote to that stipulated fact stating that:

"Defendants' reserve their right to correct the number of GLA Class members and/or the

attached list of GLA Class members should Defendants discover that this information --

which was provided by Plaintiffs just prior to the parties' deadline for filing their

Stipulated Facts -- is inaccurate." Please provide us as soon as possible with a list of
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the GLA Class opt-outs so we may begin the process of confirming Plaintiffs'

list of class members.

Thanks,

Dave

David Greenspan

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP

1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
Direct: +1 212 259 6438

General: +1 212 259 8000
Fax. +1 212 259 6333

www.dl.com

Original Message-----
From: jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com [mailto:jnaylor@mckoolSmith.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 3:27 PM
To: Greenspan, David

Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; bcharhon@McKoolSmith.com; Papendick, Ian;
lleclair@mckoolsmith.com; rkatz@manatt.com; chummel@manatt.com

Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

Dave,
The list was compiled only from the information that Defendants provided to us.

Furthermore, you've seen similar lists from Plainitffs, notably that attached to the

Rowley report, and haven't questioned their accuracy. Nevertheless, I understand your

desire to review this list, as well.

I suggest that we attach this list as Exhibit A to the Joint Pretrial order as we had
planned on doing, but that the defendants reserve their right to challenge any particular

individuals on it before trial (and
incorporate their reservation into'the Pretrial Order). This seems a

more efficient way to approach this. Please let me know your

thoughts.

Jill

From: Greenspan, David [mailto:dgreenspan@DeweyLeBoeuf.com]

Sent: Tue 10/7/2008 11:56 AM
To: Jill Naylor
Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; Brett Charlton; Papendick, Ian.
Subject: RE: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

Jill --- Please respond to my two prior emails regarding stipulating to the number of class

members (and not the list) since we cannot confirm the 2,056 names by the end of the day.

Thanks, Dave

David Greenspan

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP
1301 Avenue of the Americas

New York , NY 10019

Direct: +1 212 259 6,138

General : +1 212 259 8000
Fax: +1 212 259 6333

www.dl . com <http ://www.dl.com/>

From: jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com (mailto:jnaylor@MckoolSmith.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 12:32 PM
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To: Greenspan, David

Cc: RHilbert@manatt.com; bcharhon@McKoolSmith.com

Subject: FW: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

Dave,

I have renumbered all the Exhibits in the Pretrial order to be consistent with the

Exhibits sent to you by Brett a few minutes ago.

From: Sandy Bryan

Sent: Tuesday, October 07, 2008 11:27 AM
74 7 1

Lv. vile.. lvuyivr

Subject: Joint Final Pre-Trial Order

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY:

The information contained in and transmitted with this e-mail is SUBJECT TO THE ATTORNEY-

CLIENT and ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT PRIVILEGE and is CONFIDENTIAL. It is intended only for

the individual or entity designated above. You are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, copying, use or reliance upon the information contained in

and transmitted with this e-mail by or to anyone other than the addressee designated above

by the sender as unauthorizedL____GCU and strictly - prvll,..,'ll.'-:itcd. If you have received this e-mail

in error, please notify the sender by reply immediately- Any e-mail erroneously

transmitted to you should be immediately destroyed.

Pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Circular 230, unless we expressly state otherwise,

any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-

related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

matter(s) addressed herein.

This e-mail message, including attachments, is confidential, is intended only for the

named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work

product, proprietary or exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail message,

including attachments, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in

error, or are not an intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete

this e-mail message, including attachments, from your computer. Thank you.

Pursuant to U.S. Treasury Department Circular 230, unless we expressly state otherwise,

any I-dX dUV1C-C 1.V1.Ua-L.11CU 111 t1i15 C ULLILLL l'3111,aU1 l [- 1L.Zdinq any a.ttPychmeents) was not

intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-

related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

matter(s) addressed herein.

This e-mail message, including attachments, is confidential, is intended only for the
named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work

product, proprietary or exempt from disclosure under applicable. law-
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The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail message,

including attachments, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in

error, or are not an intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete
this e-mail message, including attachments, from your computer. Thank you.

--------------------

- ------------------------------------------------------------------

Pursuant to U.S. 'T'reasury Department Circular 230, unless we expressly state otherwise,

any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments ) was not

intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax--
, } ,a i r , , , , ^ a to partre..La4eU penal t ies or

I
i L, promo ing, mark - .9 or recommending ^.o anot her pal y any

matter ( s) addressed herein.

This e-mail message, including attachments, is confidential, is intended only for the

named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work

product, proprietary or exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail message,

including attachments, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in

error, or are not an intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete
this e-mail message, including attachments, from your computer. Thank you.
=-==== ----------------------------------------------------- =------------ -

rursiiaiit to V.S. Treasury Department Circular 230, iiisle88 we expressly state Gtiierwise,
any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not

intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of M avoiding tax-
related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any

matter(s) addressed herein.

This e-mail message, including attachments, is confidential, is intended only for the
named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work

product, proprietary or exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
The unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail message,
including attachments, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in

error, or are not an intended recipient, please immediately notify the sender and delete
this e-mail message, including attachments, from your computer. Thank you.
----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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